



































































































































Stellar Measurements
Distances typically measured in parsecs
distance at which 1AU subtends one arcsecond
can only measure d E 100pc by parallax

Even correcting for the Earth's orbit we may see that
stars move w r't distant objects this is proper motion
If we believe two stars have the same absolute mag
then the distances are related by
received

Ez too 4cm MD INflux
Doppler redshift z

706
Xo

the radial velocity is then v cz v a c

velocity and position of stars in the galaxy are specified
by 6 params longitude latitude distance radial
vet et around axis of rotation vet 11 to axis




































































































































Magnitudes and luminositieswww
The effective temp of a star is the temp of a
black body whose spectrum mostclosely matches thestarts

By T ergs cm Ao Isr T 2h04 at
w w w T 1power wavelength solid a

spectrum angle

The peak of thespectrum is found by DIDI
Imax T O 290cm K
Wien's displacement law

as TT all wavelengths have more power
the total luminosity is

4th JonCTIda Idr
4 R2 off fo daff cos Osinodo

L 4 Not 4

B V magnitude is the relative magnitude of P and
V fitters which can be used to deduce temp

B V 2.5 log Fola
The Hertzsprung Russell CNN diagram plots the
absolute magnitude Nlu against the 8 Umag
equivalently L against t
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stdlarspecfram.IE
we observed a black body directly we would

see a continuous spectrum




































































































































Thermal excitation can
also produce lines These
are significant when Ha
KT ionisation potential
certain lines will only bestrong
if there are enough atoms with
the rightenergy level e g
Hx requires n 2 electrons

Number of atoms in level n given by Boltzmann

Nn A e Eiht statisticalweight
gn 9 2 Tnt I

total number of atoms is N EE Nn A 2 CT
relative proportion of ions in consecutivestages of ionisation

is given by the Sahaequation
ionisation potential

vol density
of e ne Net 27 2tmh e Xi 1kt

can rewrite in terms of the electron pressure Pe nekT
we can thus use the relative strength of diff lines to
gauge the star's temp
The Harvard classification is of AFG kMutt with subdivision
from O g
The width of an absorption line depends on the density of
the stellar atmosphere less dense narrower line
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density is related to radius and
thus luminosity at a given Tete
we can thus use widths to measure the
luminosity classdenoted by Roman numerals
The luminosities in a stellar cluster
can be used to est the age

blinarysystemsandstellarmasin
In visual binaries individual stars can be resolved

because orbits can be on longtimescales it is difficult
to determine if it is truly a binary
the mass ratio is Amir Kai EQ
the sum of masses can be found

from k3 p g4Ym
m 02

if the orbital incline is at angle i
we will observe O Qcos i

m t ma 411 Tosi OPI
to deduce i we can compare
the COM with the apparent focus




































































































































The majority of known binaries are spectroscopic binaries
whose existence we infer from Dopplershifted spectral lines
many binaries have near circular orbits because of
tidal interactions so orbital velocity is near constant

M
Im

V Ir
Vi r Isin i un

m l t m z I lVirt
ZIG sin3 i

we don't know i so use Lsin3 is 0.59 possibly
corrected up to account for selection bias

If the second star is very faint car a black hotelplanet
we may only see a single spectrum
Vw is not observable so we use ur r MIM z

me
maps

in3 i
2

v n

mass function
the mass function can put a lower bound on

the unseen mass Mz ITG VE
In an eclipsing binary there is visual occultation We can

use the light curve to determine the radii
we can deduce the temperature ratio by looking at
the drop influx
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Combining our measurements of M and L for many
stars we see a clearly defined L x m

t relation
this obs mustbe explained by a theory of stellarstructure
stars begin on the h R main sequence at a
location determined by M then evolve off it
we can derive the lifetime mass relation
dm
It

KL t a Mz m
z t




































































































































Stellar Atmospheres
The light we see from a star originates in the photosphere
the layers of gas on the surface The original source of
the energy is gravitational PE
The specific intensity is the amount of FM radiation energy
with a particular wavelength that passes through a star
surface area dA into solid angle dr in time dt i
En da I d X d HdAcose sinododol

ergs 1 an ft Isr t
the mean intensity Tx is given
by integrating over all directions

Jx fit SI dr
black bodies radiate isotropically
so 8 J Ia

Theenergy density Ux is Un dt IIIa dads IE TxDX
for a blackbody
Und1

e
f DX u fo unda 4ft4

There are many ways to definestellar temp
effective Tea from luminosity and radius L 4tTRkTe
excitation Tex from populations of excitedstates ha Boltzmann

ionisation Tion from populations of ionisationstages Saha

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































kinetic Train from the Maxwell Boltzmann velocity dist
colour To u as the 88 temp which best fits observed spectrum
only Teff is a global property by construction
in thermodynamic eq all these Ts are equal

In practice we approx local thermo eq LTE
reasonable when mean freepath is small compared to length
over which pressure and temp change
this is true in the stellar interior

opacity
A light beam with intensity Ix may scatter as it passes through
a gas DI k p I ds

distance
c gasdensity

Kx is the opacity related to the mean freepath µ
of the photons µ yp into numberdensity x crosssection

the opticaldepth is defined as Ty SosKxPds i e the
rum of mean free paths from a point to the surface
I Ix o e

t
where Ix o is the intensity in the

absence of absorption

gas with Tas 1 is optically thick Use it t.at the

gas is opticallythin

Sources of opacity
1 found bound transitions between electron energy levels discrete
2 found free photoionisation when her Xi

ionpI Iiar




































































































































3 Free free photon absorbed by electron and ion

4 Thomson scattering photonsscattered by free electrons
Independent of wavelength butverysmall cross section so

only impt when high electron density
5 H at low temperatures Teft E 7000k
It is helpful to average opacity over all wavelengths e.g
the Rosseland mean opacity in So Ta Nuff du

ft aBvCD
of DV

greatestcontrib comes from lowestopacities
we can then compare the different sources of opacity

Mbf Ko ff P T
3 5

Mff Ko ff p T
3 5

Kes Ko es the num electrons per nucleon

Limb darkeningmum

Because of the exponential dropoff In Ix o e 4 we

only really see photons from depths tyre 73 This defines
the photosphere
We therefore see deeper in at thecentre which
corresponds to a hotter region
thus light from the edges is dimmer and redder
this phenomenon is known as limb darkening
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Spectral linesmmmm

The equivalent width Wx of an absorption
line is the width of a rectangle in units of

wavelength with thesame area as the absorption
line height 100 thx
Wy f I da P l e Tx daO O

useful because our instruments introduce a broadening convolution

and Wx is invariant to convolution
T fo no ds where cry is the interaction crosssection
ox can be written as a product of an intrinsic crosssection

depending on atomic params and a broadening function
PDF of wavelengths stateisntiggglyyajghat ofupper

on Oo Ix Oo tfc FF au transition III iffier
there are several sources of broadening so

absorption lines are never truly lines

Natural broadening occurs due to the Heisenberg uncertainty
DE to the upper energy level DE It lifetime of level

in 4am
for an atom at rest ft I Sre II EEhrSr th Tol au

transition

Sr is the radiationdamping constant inversely proportional
to the lifetime of the level k including subjumps

Pressure broadening is a result of collisions inducing
de excitation reducing hot and increasing OE




































































































































Sk SatSp where Sp It L f noo
because Sp depends on n absorption lines in giants
less dense atmospheres are narrower

Doppler broadening is due to a distribution of velocities
eg Maxwell Boltzmann Ulu 6 expf wtf where
b F 7m is the Doppler width due to thermalmotion
theremay also be bulk motion in thestar leading to
Doppler broadening from turbulence
photons may encounter regions of different velocities causing
further broadening from microturbulence

total broadening 62 6th t btwo tbmi.ro
The overall broadening is then

OI thissin.fi a.ci upitHdu
Doppler broadening dominates for 7 70 because

b s Sn especially for hotstars
But Dopplerdrops off exponentially so natural
broadening is more inept as 2 moves away from 70
alternatively if N is the column density ie num of
absorbers in unit crosssection N fosnds we can write
the Voigt function In No Ox 4Cvl
we can then integrate Tx to find Wx giving the
curve of growth
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damping

wings

As T increases from Excel the line depth increases
until all photons are removed from the beam
line is optically thin
Wx is a sensitive measure of N
Wa f Il e ta da ff Tx da Noo

logarithmic
line optically thick
W poor measure of N sensitive to Doppler param 6

square root

Warn
damping wings become important




































































































































Measuring stellar parameters from spectrammmm

Temperature can be deduced by looking at metal lines
After removing the 88spectrum Frannypick two ions withthe same expectedabundance Leetreasx
compute linedepth ratio

linen
compare this with other stars depth

ratio x

Jeff

Measuring the wings of lines affectedby pressure broadening
can tell us the surface gravity of astar
Palmer lines are especially sensitive to pressure

Once temp and surface gravity have been determined we

can findout abundances by comparing the observedspectrum with
model spectra of different abundances

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































Stellar Radiation

Newbornstars gain 6PE from the collapse of the dust cloud
the virial theorem for a sup in equilibrium states that
2 k V E k t v I cu

i e 42 the 86PE is radiated during contraction the rest
heats the gas
the GPE to build a star can be found by integrating
du 6 Mcr dm

mass ofshell
for constant density Ug

0M

thevirial theorem implies oEg tzUg can be radiated
But 0EslLo gives a Kelvin Helmholtz timescale Ci e
solar lifetime 2 orders of mas too small
the avg temp of the star can be found using the formula
for avg KE per particle I murmi I k LD

Z k Lt Am fo 6MYR

T GILL mass of a particle

Theother source of energy is nuclear fusion there is a
mass deficit in the products of fusion compared to inputs
themain reaction is 4 in 42He Let thee
fusion continues until the Fe peak Fe has thehighest
bindingenergy per nucleon




































































































































For nuclei to fuse they mustovercome the Coulomb repulsion
until they are close enough for the strong force to dominate
classically temperatures are nothighenough for this

AT ftp.Z e ro lo m TE lo k

however in GM there is positional uncertainty we can
use the de Broglie 7 as the min dist for fusion

ZKT I.e.EE F hp Eni I a
Tx IO k agrees with core of the Sun

Nuclear reaction rateswww

The reaction rate is Num reactions 1volume 1 time
Will depend on
1 Volume density of reactants Just like
Z Energy distribution Chem

3 Prob of interaction lie collision cross section
he reaction rate between incoming i and target t is

Rit Soo hint of E v E the d EP
crosssection fraction withenergy E

neDE given by Maxwell Boltzmann
NEDE 27ft 1312 E exp Ey DE

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































ofEl hard to estimate but it is an area so has
dependence N tr te It also depends on the

ratio of the Coulomb potential barrier to the KE for
tunnelling Combined oh E SEEexp fzunctionslowly varying f
v E E 2

rit Fat nightfiscEleapf bE Texel FEIDE

there are two competing energy dependencies rn

Etunnelling Tat higher E but M O
says there are fewer particles

the Gamowpeak is at Eo EI s
E

There are complications to this model
crosssections show resonances some energy transitions

are much more likely
highdensities of free electrons partially shield re charge
reducing the Coulomb barrier and T reaction rates

Nucleosynthesis
For a nucleosynthetic reaction we express the power produced as

it Eo ro Xi Xe p TP ergs g Y a I P I to 40
temp

energy1reaction InstIFaaftions density




































































































































Themost important reaction chain is the pp chain
4 H 42He t Zet t 2ve t 28

1ststep requires a proton to undergo Btdecay to become
a neutron creating deuterium This is the slowest step

H t l H H tett Ve

TH t l H He 8

after this the reaction branches

69 pp I He t He 4 Het 2 H H H
31 PPI Hel Erle 4Be tr Litre z 4He

Epp X p T't
The CNO cycle also converts 4 H 42He t but uses CMO
as catalysts
Ecmo X XXenop T

verystrong T dependence means CNO is dominantwhen MZ 2Mo
in starswith lowermetallicity Xeno lower so higher T required
for CNO to be thedominantmechanism
each step in CNO proceeds at the same rate dynamic

equilibrium But ri j d n i Cri s's so r const means
that n x Yo j Nitrogen has thesmallestcrosssection
so accumulates

As H He the mean molecular weight µ increases This causes
the pressure to decrease
Pv K T p mT PµEpfn hydrogen mass in g

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































because Pt gravitation causes the core tocontract so p T and
TT At acertain point He nuclei can fuse via the
triplealpha reaction 4He 4He Ge tr

4He t 8Be t2

3x bypasses intermediate elements explaining the relative
abundance of carbon in the universe
Ez Y p T40

Once there is enough C heavier nuclei form by capturing 4He
e g f C t 4He YO tr

fo t 42He YoNe tr
the Coulomb barrier is higher for heavierelements but
for MZ 8Mo cores C and O can burn

Each step requires higher temp and the

core must contractbefore the next stagestarts
successivesteps alsohave steeper Tdependence

so occurcloser to thecentre

result is a stratified onionskin structure

Post Fe elements can be formed by neutron capture CaoCoulombbarrier
depending on neutron flux we can have theslow S process or

theEast r process
S process is repeated absorptiondecay in BAFG stars
r process is rapidabsorption to formneutron rich isotopes dominant
in supernovae and neutronstar collisions




































































































































Energy Transport in Stars
Energy generated in the core must find a way to thesurface
for the star to shine
The dominant mechanism depends on the mean free path µ
of photons vs electrons Because Mr Me in most stars
radiation is more important than conduction

Radiative transportmmmm

Described by the Eddington equation for radiative equilibrium

DII 3
4 ate IET

a is the radiation constant Stefan Boltzmann

K is opacity
Lr is the luminosity at radius r

the Eddington eq can be derived by considering LTE for
a small cell in the star T CT
F not 4 F not 4 net flux is T E
Froch4 T4 Generally F tarot't R

Closer tocore

multiply by photonmean freepath Hep
equate flux F to luminosity ITP dart4 44th
additional constant factors come from properly integrating over
all angles

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































Near the stellar surface LTE does not hold so we cannot
use the Eddington eq
The Eddington equation can approximately relate luminosity
and mean temperature
Lr Y 4hr2acts dat
integrate and use total luminosity mean temp

Lo I IM 41T ro ac To 4

Convection

datT for constant Lr But we know IT increases rapidly
as temp decreases i e LK at 35 Hence the temp
gradient becomes very steep towards the surface

Steep Fur is unstable leading to convection
pressure equilibrates rapidly because otherwise t

there is acceleration but temperature is slow etSP

equivalent to assuming adiabatic process Tdr
convection occurs when the adiabatic process
causes a lower temp gradient vs radiative

giving the Schwarzchild criterion
Mattrad l datIadiabatic convection

i e if heatflow is slow convection is the only way toequilibrate
from the ideal gas law f k p't t EET Ccp Cr

P T 71 8 const




































































































































Schwarzchild criterion I didnt1rad I np
lad

taintstars E
hence when Cp Cu 8 1 convection is more likely

Mixinglengththeorigm

To estimate the convective flux Fc ie energy transport due to convection

we need to consider hydrostatic equilibrium and the dynamicaltimescale

In stellar hydrostatic ee gravity is balanced by pressure
fgyyr.ae

Adp 6 MRINAL p locallyconstant

dah omfg dear pg dHdI I
r

T u

pressure gradientmustbe negative T in interior Fro

the pressure scale height Hp is the radial distance over which
pressure drops by a factor of e type fodder P Po e MHP

the dynamical timescale is the timescale for a star to collapse if there
were no pressure
from SWAT tee
sub g 6th with M fitR'Lp toyn JE
tdyn can be thought of as the time taken for changes in onepart of
thestartopropagate
alternatively tdyn is thetime to move between equilibriumstakes

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































During convection a buoyant hot bubble will rise until it equilibrates
The rising1sinking distance is the mixing length L aHp where x l

is a free parameter wedon'tknow moreabout a
We can model how the heat flow from the bubblechanges over
a mixing length to arrive at an expression for convectiveflux

Fc pCp Fenn p 28 Ig S dat

in reality we need to take magnetohydrodynamics into account
convection leads to mixing between layers as cells can overshoot




































































































































Stellar Models
Assumptions forstatic modelling
spherical symmetry validity can be argued bysaying that
static not rotating departures fromideality are onmuch longer

no magnetic field
timescales vs town so we ignore time

A basic stellar model has 4 coupled 00Es

mechanical 1 Mass continuity dfw 4 rap
2 Hydrostatic equilibrium Aff 6M

3 Thermal equilibrium doff 4hr4 E
thermal 4 Energy transport choose

dear za tacky aterRadiative teddington
dear Nyman 6Mconvective

radialdistance r is the independent variable the above equations

are in Eulercoordinates
P K E can be expressed in terms of the fundamentalphysical
characteristics of theplasma P T chemistry This gives the
constitutive relations

I Nuclear energy production E EoPatB
c x P dependon

s
chemistry

2 Opacity boundfree Mor Koor I
3 Pressure P Pg t Prad fatty t aT4

7
gaspressure Tradiation pressure

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































The gas pressure Pg comes from the ideal gas law

Pgr NKT p N Lm IV cm µ Mr

M is the mean molecular weight depending on chemical composition

remember eachspecies contributes different N of pt e
pg MYMmr

Radiation pressure is a result of photon momentum
Prod n da I to IxDX costsinodod0 EEIada
for a blackbody Prad F'Ifo's8 CTIdy fat 4
Prud is thus u where u is the energy density The pressure

2of an ideal monatomic gas is gu

Theequations of stellar structure can instead be formulated
in Lagrange coordinates i e in terms of M Mcr
to convert use the chain rule and Frm titty
the equations become

der I1 Mass continuity am 4hr4
2 Hydrostatic equilibrium daPm one

4 It r 4

3 Thermal equilibrium 1am E
4 Energy transport

Radiative Eddington dat Iac FF 4 42
convective Fun E MII k 4




































































































































Boundarycondition.ms
The core of a star hasfinite density at the core so at r o

Mo 0 and Lr O
we can approximate stars as having a clear cut surface at r R
so PCR 1 0 and TCR o

this isjustified because PCR u CP and likewise for T
may be more appropriate to use TCR 44 or 4eetfffnt.iq

The 4 equations cannotbe solved analytically without making
major assumptions e g an adiabatic pressure P kp leads to a

family of solutions called polytopes

Homologism

The equations of stellar structure are homologous given the
solutions for a star of mass M we can find a solution for
another star of mass M by scaling the other physical variables
provided chemistry is the same
i e assume that for different stars quantities vary in the
same way
this approach mayhelp derive main sequence shape

for twostars of mass M Mz and radius Ri Ra
define thefractional mass contained in a radius x mind Mtm

Cmdr Mfm diff MfmRf dnf Mm Ha 4 trip

dfw 4 ITrips 4 if maprip
RCHfam YpCod

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































this gives us the homology transformation for the density
generally a particular equation for star 2 can be related to
the equation for star 1 either by transforming the derivative or
scaling R or M These approaches mustequate giving a scaling
relationship for another quantity
The stellar equations and constitutive relations in Lagrange

coordinatesgive rcm Pcm Uml Tcm pcm These can

be replaced with relationships involving x the fractional mass

F fix Rt quantities are just dimensional
p fix p coefficients all fi dimensionless

f ay Lt o e f w e by construction

T fa x T f l I f z l L direction

P fg x p fyo f 61 1 f o Ofchange

A stellar equation can thus be rewritten e.g hydrostatic eq in
Lagrange coordinates

Ham EFFrot
sub IP dfz.pt dm docM m a M r f R

DIII Epfa YIp
in

structure dimensionlessTY scaling dimensional

this formulation separates structure and scaling
considering dimensions p GMY 14

Likewise all of the dimensional coefficients can be expressed in
terms of the others most importantly M and R This

can give us useful relationships between variables




































































































































The Mass Luminosity relation can be deduced as Lx M a close

approx to the true Mall Discrepancy because we ignoredconvection

treated K as constant etc
The mass radius relation is R x MH B

so for stars

burning hydrogen via pp chain B 4 R x m

The luminosity temp relationship comes from plugging the
mass radius andmass luminosity relations into L 4 Note 4

l UB D13 Bts X Teff
for ppchain log L 5 blogTeff t c whichis a reasonable

approx to the gradient of the MS on the HR diagram

To solve Homology Qs
NmlWrite out all known equations e.gstructure

2 Convert to proportionalities
e g Mar p EY In xp Mz

3 Eliminate unwanted quantities

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































Limiting valueswww

We can findthe minimum mass using homology

minimum core temp required for fusion is Thin 4X100 K

we can then scale the solar mass 1 temp
1 x m417 Mmm Mo 4 04p

t
e O I Mo

LAM so this star would have L lo 3 Lo
The luminosity of a star is bounded by hydrostatic equilibrium
beyond a certain luminosity radiation pressure gravitation
the upperbound is the Eddington limit using Eddington
Prad at 4 dffard 4g at 7 qtr equation

but I dted I c 6MIL Lead 4etc6 ME

the Eddington factor quantifiesthe influence of Prad Redd Tedd

The maximum mass follows from Ledd using electronscattering

as the main source of opacity Mma teddy MT
this gives Mmax 2200 Mo overestimate by 50
can be explained by more accurate modelling of K




































































































































Star formation
Wedo notyethave a predictive theory for star formation given Ks

predict properties of stars
Stars are formed from the interstellarmedium Ism specifically
GiantMolecular Clouds GMG of H2 and dust
typical M 105 106Mo 105 of pcs
dustshields molecules from dissociating UV radiation

START Gas cloud
1 Free fall collapse of interstellar cloud
2 Cloud fragmentation leading to a range of masses

3 Formation of a protostellarcore appears on HR

4 Accretion of gas via accretion disk
5 Dissociation of molecules ionisation of H He Hz 24 24 the
6 Pre main sequence phase
FNO Star appears on the Zero Age MainSequence 2AM s

raintdienndeakapse
The Jeans Criterion givesthe condition for a cloud to collapse
The initial equilibrium is described by the virial theorem
2kt U 0 collapse if 2k 4h because KE not enough
to prevent collapse

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































K Nkt If'mkT U F Fy

collapse happens if the mass of the cloud exceeds the Jeansmass

m Enid Cath
For a givenchemical composition Mj depends only on

temperature anddensity We can also write down a

Jeans length or Jeans density
in diffuse Hz clouds My a 30000 Mo very rare
but in GMC cores My 28 Mo whichis common
initial equilibriamay be perturbed by e g collisions or

supernovae leading to collapse
The Jeans model ignores rotation velocity gradients magnetic
fields external pressures
The energy released by collapse does not all become thermal else

TT would stopfurthercollapse
in theearly stages of collapse K E of particles is radiated

away as IR Ccloud transparent to IR

hence early collapse is isothermal so can approx as free fall
The free fall timescale can be estimated by finding rCH from
dir
972 6mm in which case tee is the time for r ro o

multiply It to turn into 1st order dart I Gporo44 117
sub r rocosy tee SIFT
homologous collapse all parts of the cloud collapse in same tee




































































































































2Cloudfragmentationm
Any initial density inhomogeneities may cause regions of the
GMC to collapse locally
Fragmentation stops when the isothermal assumption fails the
opacity prevents radiation so thegas heats up and resists further

collapse We can makethe approximation of adiabatic collapse
p Kps Pharma T x et I

sub into expression for Jeans mass to get My xp
t 4112

He behaves like monatomic gas rotationmode requires a
lot of energy to excite 8 513 My xp 2

Hence whencollapse becomes adiabatic My increases with
density Cnnlike isothermal leading to a minimum fragment
mass to avoidcollapse
Ok Iout fo GMIRJ
Lff Off 6314M1,1512

trad 41TR2 eat 4 where e is an efficiency factor
trad Lff Mymin O03 etfam Mo

fragmentation stops when fragments are approx solar mass

Robert Andrew Martin 2021






































































































































3 5 Protostar Accretion Dissociation1Ionisationruns

At some point duringcollapse the cloud core becomes opaque hot
Thecore is in near hydrostatic eq a protostar
The outergas cloud continues free falling forming an

accretion disk dueto angularmomentum

the luminosity of the protostar comes from the GPE of
accretion disks L Lace I 6MII mass accretion rate

tee CC Kelvin Helmholtz timescale so core heats up
adiabatically

As T approaches 2000k the energy from contraction
now goes to dissociating Ha Lack of pressure leads to
secondary collapse until 42 completely dissociated
this process repeats at ionisation energies Tn 1044

after ionisation the protostar is in hydrostatic eg at

a muchreduced radius Rp
estimate Rp by equating OEG to the sum of

dissociation ionisation energies
DEg fo Emr In E Xn XX at Aue

Rp 2 Yo Gemma
X

x
The temp of the protostar can be estimated via the virial theorem

as Tp F X 8 104K Independent of mass and far too low
for fusion High opacity due to H I so convective transport




































































































































6 premainsequencemtt.ee
right far right of the HRdiagram contains

a forbidden region inwhichtemperatures are too

low for luminosity to betransported out
Pre mainsequence stars follow Hayashitracks

Star is luminous due to energy from collapse

As it contracts luminosity decreases because

opacity is still highand star is convective
At a particular temperature opacity
starts decreasing via Kramer's law Lk at 35
A radiative core develops causing luminosity
to increase
Contraction continues until the core is hot enough for fusion
Several nuclear reactions temporarily create enoughpressure to

halt contraction e.g deuterium or lithium burning
Eventually pp fusion equilibriales with collapse leading to
a stable zero age main sequence ZAMS star

The timescale for is the Kelvin Helmholtz timescale slowest

for small R L
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Objects associated with star formation
murmurT Tauri stars are PMS objects lying on Hayashi tracks

luminosity varying on order of days due to accretion
high IR luminosity due to surroundingdust
fast rotators and purely convective so highlevel of activity

e.g flares X ray emission

Herbig Haro objects are excitations in the interstellar medium
associated with the jets from T Tawistars

08 associations are groups of young 0,8 mainseq stars that are
not gravitationally bound eventually dispersing
Starbursts are intense periods of star formation which may result
in the formation of superclusters
O B stars have high Teef so radiate photons that can ionise H This
results in a H region HI ht
estimate size of H region by considering steady state where
ionisation rate recombination rate
three ACT nmne CT is the recombination coefficient

the star releases Q ionising photons persecond so the
Stromgren radius radius of HI region satisfies
Q Rrec FITPHI rn no 213

during recombination the resulting HI has an excited electron
The n 3 2 transition gives Ha regions theirredcolour










































































































Very massive stars n 20Mo have a significant solar wind and
highly energetic supernovae which can disperse GMG Hence it is
believed that the largestars form last

Initial mass functionmurmur

the distribution of ZAMS stellarmasses is described by the
initialmass function IMF which can be deduced from the
presentday mass function POMM provided wehave an evolutionmodel

A simple IMF model is a power law NCM K M th
where

N M dm is the nun density of stars with mass M cCM M dm

other models stitch together power laws
Currently unknown whether IMF is universal or dependent on

local conditions e g metallicity
IMF is important when considering the dynamics of galaxies

Robert Andrew Martin 2021



Evolution on the Main Sequence

The evolution of Ms stars depends on mass andinitial chemistry
The MS has intrinsic width evenafter accounting for errors because

stars evolve while on the MS
As H He the meanmolecular weight increases Because

P Iffy p and T must 7 to keep P const tosupportstar

Epp xx p T4 so this resultsin the star being more luminous
star moves upHeft on HR diagram

For a 1 Mo star the He core is initially not hot enough ye
for the fusion

Lcore 20 all luminosity produced by H outercore
byEddington eq Leo Fu O

the pressure gradient is purely provided by the density gradient
d P
ar Mmn HIMday pg

the increasing temperature now causes the surface of the star to
expand lowering Fett at constant L Bends to right on HR
The pressure gradient from an inert isothermalcore can only
support so much externalmass so there is an upper bound on the

core mass

beyond the Schonberg Chandrasekhar limit Moore o l M pressure

support is insufficient so core collapses on KelvinHelmholtz timescale

Massive starsv

Unlike solarmass stars massive stars have convective cores This

keeps the composition in the core uniform no inert the innercord
The opacity in the core is mostly due to electronscattering

Ke Ko e the Eddereon Ko es ICI tx
H He produces et annihilating e and reducing Tees

lower K means that radiation can transport energy effectively
so less convection needed core shrinks different toMostar

In massive stars radiation pressure causes outer layers to expand
more rapidly than for Mo stars so throughout their whole MS

life Jeff decreases
As H is exhausted the whole star in flogL 1contracts to maintainenergy prod by Komo

µincreasing core temp producing a n

IM
left hook on the HR diagram lost

The Mirror Principleummm shellactslike amino
For a star with a shellburning source if the
inner core contracts the outer star expands and viceversa 0p t

Not a physical law empirical simulation
aEnergy cons and virial theorem both U and

K are individually conserved
U t CK const LV T2 K const
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assume that the core mass dominates I v1 Gmp other
deaf o dah main fat

derivation depends on changes happening on timescalesmuchshorter
than Kelvin Helmholtz timescale

Electrondegeneracypressure.tn
lowmass stars E2Mo electron degeneracy is another source of

pressure so the coremassmay exceed the Schonberg Chandrasekhar limit
One to the Pauli exclusion principle only two electrons can
occupy a box of volume h in phasespace
Degenerate gases have a very different distr to MaxwellBoltzmann
Pauli exclusion means that e
occupy highenergy states because

there are no free lowenergy states
Degenerate gases lose temp
dependence pressure only depends
on density via P x p513

Temp can onlybe measured w r t

non degenerate particles leg protons

Lewmmasseterse

tms x m Z T so for M L o 85M the lifetime is greater than
thecurrent age of the universe so none have evolved off
the Ms
Stars with ME 0 3 Mo are fully convective and fuse lmix

until all H He
M E O 085 Mo defines brown dwarfs Too smallhold for
H fusion but emit IR by deuterium burning

1 Ht 2,4 He 8
Objects with no fusion reactions are planets
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Post MS Evolution for Mo stars

Titanium

s

MS

The 7Mo star has reached the end of its Ms life It is
burning H in a shell around an inert He core

As H He the core becomesmore massive and contracts leading

to expanding outerlayers Energy production transportis the same
so Tefft to compensate This defines the subgiant branch Soo

which lasts for 2Gy
when Teff low enough opacity increases due to H ions
the star becomes fully convective and can transport much more

energy out
LT and star enters the redgiant branch RGB

The RGB Ofrun

The RGB is the Hayashi track in reverse Cfullyconvectivestars
LT as more H converted to He Theprocess accelerates because
care contraction leads to i

p t in the H shell fusion more efficient LT
Core density outer layer density so the efficiency of shell
burning depends only on core mass Csteeply Lk 2 105 I'm.o

6
Lo

Hence evolutionary paths for a wide mass range converge to
the relatively narrow R68

lasts only 0 56y at the end of which the degenerate
He core has M 05Mo and the fusion can begin
The RGB depends on metallicity higher metallicity higher opacity
K Tete9 at the temps photosphere further from core att
constant mass lower Tete
Redgiants lose mass because there is weak gravity at the surface
but a large photon flux
grains of solid particles are ejected and become part of the
interstellar dust
a solarmass star will lose 30 of its mass as stellarwind

During convection transports material from the core to
to the surface dredge up
Li isfragile so Li abundance on thesurface indicates age
N abundance increases due to C N equilibrium during CNG
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IhekEEsn
When T 7108K He nuclei can overcome the Coulomb barrier
by tunnelling so He fusion by the triplealphaprocess begins
He fusion raises Tore but because the core is degenerate

pressure and density stay constant
Eza x 43p'T40 so there is positive feedback causing
energy production to rapidly increase

during this Helium flash the core may have local

luminosity 10 L o for a few seconds but this is absorbed

by the outer layers
when T 3 10 k the degeneracy is lifted The core

then expands and cools leading to a reduction in energy
generation until we reach hydrostatic equilibrium

Herniated red
After the the flash the star produces energy from
both the fusion in the core and H burning from the shell
The core has expanded compared to priordegenerate state so

the outer envelope contracts Star less luminous than it was before
the He flash and settles on the horizontalbranch Ho
But L still high compared to MS so HE only lasts 0.1 Gg
L is independent of total mass because it depends on the the core
which has mass 0.5 Mo in all lowmass stars

The shape of the Ho depends onmetallicity
solarmetallicities result in a red clump
highermetallicities result in a spread over realblue

However there is an unknown second parameter that explains
HBshapes

Asymptotic6ianteranchim CAGol
For M L8 Mo C and O cannotbe fused into heaviernuclei
However core contraction generates enough heat to start fusing
the Heeshell This results in behavioursimilar to the RGB
which was dominated by H shell burning

core contraction outer layerexpansion Tete d

mines 7 on H R diagram towards the same asymptote
as for the RGB

J

H FG E
B o
a E

AGB is unstable because there is both 4 the shell burning star
alternatesbetween them leading to thermalpulsation period n 1000yr
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Because IT has increased convection becomes more important so
there is a seconddredge up increasing He and N content in

the envelope
C and O in AGO atmospheres become CO with excess atoms

forming Tio HD CnHn silicates Inept source of interstellardust
The intershell region is rich in free neutrons leading to active
nucleosynthesis by the S process This isevidenced by thepresence of
technetium which has no stableisotopes

On the AGO mass loss accelerates from hi to8Molyr to 4M.olyr
stellar wind is f L and L is a function of core mass so as

shells burn more mass is lost as wind

mass loss accelerates until the convective envelope cannotbe
sustained It contracts and a new radiative equilibrium is
established The star has now left the A68
this contraction occurs at constant L determined by core

so Tefft

planetarynebulae.ec
High tea luminosity in UV spectrum
UVcouples strongly withenvelope and ionises surrounding dust
creating a HI region
these are planetary nebulae PMs Called planetary becausethey
have finite extenton thenightsky so don't twinkle

Thespectra of PMs are near discrete emission lines
strongest lines from H1He recombination
there are also lines corresponding to collisional excitation
linesmake it easy to determine radial velocity
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White Dwarfs

Whitedwarfs are the remnants of low mass stars
occupy a narrow band on the HRdiagram but n

togL
come in many colours Ms
coremostly He C O with proportions depending

Dwarfs
on MASS T
stars with ME 0.5Mo will lead to thedwarfs
butthese haven'tyet formed
stars with M I 8Mo leave CO dwarfs with M 0.6 Mo

High surfacegravity leads to stratification so the surface

spectrum is very pure either H or Hel
classified as 0A if H dominated n80 1
D8 if He dominated 16 1
PC if continuum spectrum DQ if C present O2 ifmetalspresent

EIectrondegeneracypressurem.GG

al is to derive pressure as a function of density
consider the electronStates in a box with V L3 Ku ZHI
state density in K space DN g 1 d k g is spin degen

de Broglie to transform to p space IN g ht dp
convert to numberdensity of particles per unit volume using the
occupation number f p dn fifty Hp dip

For fermions Parti Exclusion fLp El Catmost one electron
can be in a given momentum state excl spindegen
From the M O distr d n Gimnasia exp pY2mkT d p
there is some critical density where M E yields f p I

at p o peak of distr merit 2 73
classical M 0 thus breaks down when n merit
for a fixed density the classical regime breaksdown as T so

The total numberdensity of particles is n c fp SECRdsp
but in the limit 1 0 States are occupied only

up to the Fermimomentum Pe
n fTfpfoPtd3p czfTfp

4gITpELsasnT.pT since lowerstates fill up
Pressure is the flux of momentum Pe PocNebo

dBe pscvscdne.sc P thpftp.cvocfcpd3p

usesymmetry and integrate in sphericalpolars
PocVsc f I Pe c tp Jobf I fcp 4Hp2dp

For non relativistic electrons f I Mme In the Foo limit

integrate up to pe Pe 5477 3 fort Eme Rdp a pet
but n e Pe Pf x Pe 3
hence Pe K Pe K Tiffins fit

At highdensities pe can reach relativisticvalues
v c I I p c Pea pp4 Pe Kzpe
in both cases degen pressure is indep of temperature
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energyperWnkitedwefease mode

The energy density of a degen gas is D IT p ftEEP ftp 4itpidp
In the relativistic T 70 case Elp pc fcp 1 Ipl app

Ve If p ITCpp4 x ne 413

the total KE is then Eax VeV x ne413V x M4131R
Etot Er Ep AM 413 BMZ

R

the critical mass is such that the two terms are equal so Ftot
AM413 8M gives the Chandrasekhar limit Mch I 44Mo

For greater masses the binding energy increases as the star shrinks
leading to unstoppable grow collapse
In the nonrelativistic case Er CMDR Ep BMR

A equilibriumradius is given by dEtotydr o R If M 3

Rs MwrUwo const

More massive Wrs are smaller need electrons to be more

closely confined to support more mass

White Dwarf Ageingmum

Because mostelectronstates are occupied degenerate e can travel
far without colliding e conduction is the dominant energy
transport mechanism

highefficiency isothermal core
T

thin insulating layer at surface steep T gradient tho

Estimate T using the virial theorem Ek 3 It E NKTTO R

for a He dwarf there are Fmp nucleons and Fmp e

Er of AmpKT

gives T 109k hot radiating ionising Xrays
Cooling in WO comesexclusively from nucleon gas degen e cannot cool
est cooling rate using L dErydt

41TR2oT4 3g Ffpdat use Eve FpKT excl e

this is an upperbound on the rate neglecting the insulating surface

Icon 3 109yr Ek
3

ie several Gyr for typical WO
Wos actually crystallise releasing latentheat that further slows

cooling
low rate of cooling explains why Wrs are white
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Post MS Evolution Massive Stars

Massive stars m 8Mo can burn C 0 in their cores
for M 211Mo core temps highenough to fuse up to Fe
mass loss is important at all stages for massive stars For
M 230Mo timescale for mass loss E nuclearburning

Because of their large cores massivestars are overluminous
for their masses

wok rayet

Yurneesian

redMS supergiants

Massive stars switch between phases of core exhaustion and core

ignition moving leftfright on H R diagram
core exhaustion core shrinks outer layerexpands Tete d

Very massive stars M 240Mo lose most of theirenvelope as

stellar wind exposing the helium core Wolf Rayet Wh stars
WR stars have strong emission lines from the extended gaseous
envelopes ratherthan absorption lines we'd see fromsmallerstars

WN WR have strong He N lines
WUWo WRs have stron He Clo lines

Conti's proposed evolutionary scenario
ME 15Mo MSCoo RSG 856 Rs6 S WII

M 15 25Mo MS o 856 RSG S WII
M 25 40Mo MS lo 856 Rsb ww WWE Wc S NI b
M Z 40Mo MS lo 856 LOV WWL WWE Wc S NI b

Stellarwindin
Thesolar wind can beestimated as in nMH V 411Th roughly
10 4Molyr Massivestars have much higher fractional loss rates
There is direct evidence for this mass loss P Cygni line profiles
lines in UV region corresponding to highly ionised species
lineprofile has a mixture of absorption and emission
but the absorption line is blueshifted because thestellar
atmosphere rapidly expands outwards
aux

I µ

t i

Vp is the terminalvelocity of the outflow can be up to 3000Kms
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Provided theline is notsaturated we can deduce the ion column

densities which can tell us relativechem abundances on stars
The emission portion of the profile tells us theshape of the
velocity field v r

Modellingstellarwindim
Model a homogeneous time independent and spherically symmetric
stellar wind mostly reasonable but inhomogeneity clumping is impt
Momentum is transferred from stellarradiation to thegas

an element of thewind absorbsphotons from the fstar then re emits
netradialmomentum transfer
DPradial Vin cosQin Vout Cos out

cosfont 0 isotropic emission Laso in 1 because

all incident photons are from star Pr HII
Consider ashell of gas around the star Adr

shell mass is 4hr2pdr
Lvlines at Vi correspond to observed Vobs v

P Vtdv
difference dueto Dopplershift
Vi Volos Vic V C innersurface ofshell

Vi Volestdvobs Vic Utd outersurface
dub Vi du

shell acceleration for a transition i is girad o om

mum photonsper unit time is Not
0E H

hrdvobshvobsgraiimffff.hnT huozh tom How
p

shell acceleration depends on the velocitygradient the larger the

range of velocities the greaterthe nun of interacting photons
To find the total acceleration we need to sum over all transitions
the probability of a given transition is related to the opacity
making several approximations 9Eiti C 4Erz toFirm
where 43 observationally

The properties of the stellar wind can be deduced by solving
the structure equations
result is in a L d mu rD a

r k16m is the Eddington factor surface gravityreduced
by radiation pressure
relate to line profile parameters
vCrt vs I E 2 us

2

Increasing metallicity makes shells optically thicker more momentum trans

riz rizo Ezo K Vo x E.IO
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Supernovae

For historical reasons supernovae are classified as type I
no H in spectrum or type II H inspectrum

yes II p

µ
yet I Plateau in light curve If I L

I Sie Et Ia

HEI
Ib

to Ic

Type In Sws occur in galaxies of all types I do not occur
in elliptical galaxies older

Ia come from long lived low mass stars
I come from high massstars

Ia Sws are caused by the thermonuclear explosion of a 40 WO
that has accreted mass in a binary

25 of SNs are type Ia
on average these are the most luminous
lightcurves are mostly the same use as standardcandles

II Ib Ic SNs are core collapse Sws the last stage in
theevolution of massive stars
It Iblic depends on which shells on the star remain

All the Sms we'veobserved have come from 8 D Mo stars
One hypothesis is that these stars collapse directly into
blackholes without rejecting any material

Corecollapies MZ 11Mo
Once the Fe core reaches the Chandrasekhar limit e degen
cannot support it so the core collapses in lessthan a second

Rc i 3000km Rc f 20km

Estimate energy release using the virial thm
Ug r fo E t foGr7 fo 6M

typically Ugr 1046J greater than the binding
energy of the star
mass loMo ejected at 3000kms I Eeg 1044J

1042J released as radiation
all this accounts for 1 of available Ugr restiscarried

away by neutrinos
Core collapse is a positive feedback loop

energetic photons photodisintegrate Fe reducing thepressure
core contracts

as T T photons eventually become energetic enough to break the
42He t 8 2ptt2n
when pressure is high enough inverse P decay occurs
Ptte n t Ve so e degen pressure is lost COLLAPSE
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At a certaindensity nucleon degeneracy instantaneously makesthe

core incompressible so the collapse reverses core bounce

the interaction between core bounce and freefalling material
creates shockwaves

it was previously thought that theseshockwaves blow off the
envelope but newermodels show that the energy instead
disintegrate heavynuclei

some unknown mechanism later causes the explosion Onetheory

is that neutrinos are trapped in the core because of the high
density When these escape C o Is the star explodes

Photodisintegration and inverse Bdecay provide free neutrons
which can be captured by the r process to producepostfee elements
The core remnant becomes a neutron star or OH depending

on whether its mass is below the Oppenheimer Volkoff limit

Lighterweesefeoreeo lens
when theshockwave reaches the surface there is a bright flash

of X rays after which luminosity rapidly declines
If there is a large H shell the gas that was ionised experiences
recombination releasing photoelectrons and resulting in a plateau

qpe.TL
P I L

Eldays Eldays

the latent luminosity is a result of radioactive decay
the shockwave causes explosive nucleosynthesis of SIINi
from 79Si timescales tooshort for pdecay into Fe

c Gd 2 7 dPt releases radiation N If co ToFe
hence luminosity decay rate decreases exponentially

Gamma rayburstskrb.su
GRBs are the most energetic astrophysical events 10x brighter
than the most luminous 5ns
Short hard GRBs last us are highfreq and are associated with
mergers of neutronstars 1 Brb
Long soft GRBs may be a result of core collapse SNs of
rotating massive stars
6RBs are visible out to cosmological distances giving us info
about the early universe
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Close Binary Systems

A close binary starsystem is one in which theseparation is
comparable to the size of thestars
Work in a corotating Com frame test mass
Fg 6M E balanced by
Fc Marr I
the effective potential is
I 6CMf ME faire
orbital freq is a 2 6CMitMda3

Lagrangian points have 1 0

no net force on a test mass
values of Sga are labelled Ln
Ln are allunstable equilibria
the inner Lagrangian point L is particularly
important in the evolution of dosebinaries

Systems may expand to fill equipotential
surfaces density1pressure must be constant

on equipotentials y
Roche lobe

in a semidetached binary the secondary
star fills its equipotential up to L semidetache

as it expands beyond its Roche lobe mass N
transfer from secondary primary begins contact

Mass transfermum

Orbital motion may result in the formation of accretion disks
hotspot where the mass stream hits the accretion disk
as mass falls in its angular momentum must betransported
outwards This is thought to becausedby turbulenceenhanced viscosity

ASmass is transferred the separation a may change causing the

period to also change
In a simple model consider a circular binary with constant total
mass M M itMe

L Mona m mmI'm
conserve L M i O n's O

I d 2in minima

w x a 3oz I day Ztadaat

TypeIasupernovies
Ia Sws occurwhen mass transfer to a WO causes it to exceed
the Chandrasekhar limit
Inthesingle degenerate scenario beforeexceeding Me T gets high
enough foroxygen burning runaway co detonation because
degen pressure is indeep of T
In double degen models 2 WB merge Unknown if this leads to
SN or collapsesdirectly to a neutron star
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